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(54) A METHOD AND A SYSTEM FOR MONITORING MILITARY TACTICS SIMULATIONS

(57) Method for monitoring military tactical simula-
tions performed by one or more users, each having at
least one weapon, the method comprising the following
steps: receiving from two or more video capture devices
(2) two or more videos related to a tactical simulation;
saving the received videos; temporally synchronizing the
videos; forwarding, rewinding, and playing the videos by

keeping them synchronized between them, so that the
frames showing a specific time instant and coming from
all the capture devices (2) can be displayed essentially
at the same time, so to be able to simultaneously analyse
all frames relating to the tactical simulation and the com-
bined behaviour of all users.
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Description

Field of application

[0001] The present invention is applicable to the sector
of tactical games or simulation of military events and its
object is particularly focused on a monitoring system.
[0002] More in detail, this invention relates to a moni-
toring method of military tactical simulations and the con-
trol system implementing it.

State of the Art

[0003] Both in the field of sporting activities and team
games and in the professional field, military and police
tactical simulations have been widely developed. Activ-
ities such as the lasertag or Laser game are included in
the field, as well as softair, paintball and the like, as well
as, of course, the training of special forces and the armed
forces.
[0004] In all these situations, an important aspect is
the monitoring of the development of the tactical simula-
tion, both to determine the score of each participant, in
the case it should be a recreational event or a game, and
to determine the validity of the training, the mistakes that
have been made and the participants’ abilities in the mil-
itary sector.
[0005] In this sense, computer systems for managing
and monitoring gaming events are known and able to
gather information from all users. In particular, this infor-
mation does not only concern the physical conditions,
weapons and the position on the field of individual users,
but also audio and video information, i.e. videos.
[0006] However, even if such IT systems allow detect-
ing and storing such information, their post-analysis is
complicated.
[0007] First, the above-mentioned computer systems
do not allow to immediately identifying the important
events that occurred during the tactical simulation, so
that operators must perform a manual search.
[0008] Moreover, after identifying a significant event,
operators must search for the same moment in each cap-
tured video so as to get a full overview of the simulation
during the same event.
[0009] This post-analysis is, however, particularly im-
portant because often only by observing all the collected
videos is possible to determine the real users’ behaviour
during the event, as well as their score or any mistake
that might have been made.
[0010] In particular, such mistakes are not limited to
the development of the action as such, but they are also
referred to the proper use of the weapons by the users
(in particular their grip), as well as verifying that the weap-
on and the user’s gaze follow the same direction.
[0011] It does often happen that the user shoots in a
different direction than the direction they are looking at,
thus creating a dangerous situation for anyone around
them.

[0012] Tactical simulation IT management systems
are also known and they allow to save the time instants
when predetermined events take place. However, the
operator is disadvantageously obliged to search for such
time instants in each captured video, so such system
complicates the performing of a post-analysis of the tac-
tical simulation and distracts the operator from the actual
assessment. Those disadvantages associated with the
identification of particular mistakes made by users, such
as those described above, are also maintained.

Presentation of the invention

[0013] Object of the present invention is to at least par-
tially overcome the above-mentioned drawbacks by pro-
viding a method and a monitoring system for military tac-
tical simulations that allow an easy post-analysis of the
simulation itself.
[0014] In particular, an object of the present invention
is to provide a monitoring method and a monitoring sys-
tem that facilitate the viewing of the various videos within
the time intervals of predetermined events that are of
interest.
[0015] Another object of the present invention is that
the monitoring method and system allow to easily identify
such predetermined events in the various videos.
[0016] A further object is that the method and system
of the invention allow detecting pointing mistakes made
by users or the unintentional hitting of targets.
[0017] Last but not least, one more objective wants the
monitoring system of the invention to facilitate the anal-
ysis of the behaviours, even combined, of individual us-
ers during predetermined events.
[0018] Said objects, as well as others which will be
better understood below, are achieved by a monitoring
method for military tactical simulations according to one
or more of the following claims, which are an integral part
of this patent.
[0019] In particular, the monitoring method of military
tactical simulations comprises the following steps:

- receiving, two or more videos from two or more video
capture devices and related to a tactical simulation;

- saving the received videos;
- temporally synchronizing videos;
- forwarding, rewinding, and playing the videos by

keeping them synchronized so that the frames show-
ing a specific time instant and coming from all re-
cording devices can be displayed at the same time,
so as to allow to simultaneously analyse all the
frames of the tactical simulation.

[0020] This advantageously allows to simultaneously
watch all the synchronized videos so as to fully and easily
evaluate the entire development of the tactical simula-
tion. In particular, and even more advantageously, this
allows to identify any group action mistakes that other-
wise could not be identified and might have consequenc-
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es in such a key area as the training of special forces or
the like.
[0021] Moreover, advantageously, operators do not
have to look for the desired time instants by watching
each video because synchronization can be used.
[0022] This advantageously allows displaying a spe-
cific time instant from all recording devices at the same
time, so as to allow to simultaneously analyse all the
frames of the tactical simulation.
[0023] Moreover, advantageously, forward and rewind
video synchronizations allow the operators not to perform
such a task and allow them, at the same time, to analyse
the correct simultaneous movement of all users in order
to avoid even intermediate positioning mistakes during
the simulated action, which could compromise their suc-
cess.
[0024] The fact that all the frames of the same time
instant can be displayed and all videos can be played
simultaneously and synchronously allows the viewers to
fully appreciate the evolution of the tactical simulation,
thus correctly and easily assessing the behaviour of all
users, their mistakes and facilitating the assessment and
the whole post-analysis. Such an assessment, in partic-
ular, not only allows operators to point out the mistakes
made by individuals, but also those mistakes based on
the positioning and behaviour of other participating users.
In other words, in a tactical simulation, behaviours can
be assessed as correct as they are, but they may be
wrong in view of the overall situation and the behaviours
of other users.
[0025] According to one aspect of the invention, this
method also comprises the step of tracking the pointing
direction of the weapon and the pointing direction of the
user who manages the weapon to check if they coincide.
[0026] Therefore, advantageously, thanks to the meth-
od of the invention, and the synchronization of all videos,
it is possible to exactly pinpoint the pointing directions of
weapons and users in order to verify if any targets were
randomly hit, and if the users may have committed any
kind of mistake that might have posed a danger for the
other users of the tactical simulation.
[0027] Having said the above, what is clear is that the
object of the invention is also a system for monitoring a
tactical simulation that allows to verify this specific mis-
take that might be made by the users, i.e. a pointing mis-
take.
[0028] The system specifically includes two or more
video capture devices located at various points in an area
dedicated to tactical military simulations to record videos
concerning the ongoing tactical simulations.
[0029] This same system also includes at least one
operating unit connected to the capture devices to store
and process the captured videos.
[0030] According to an aspect of the invention, there
are also time synchronization means to be used on vid-
eos and at least one visualization device for playing the
synchronized videos.
[0031] The system of the invention also includes syn-

chronized playback, forward and rewind means of the
videos suitable for performing such operations on all the
videos in a synchronized and simultaneous manner.
[0032] Moreover, the system comprises a number of
first means for identifying the pointing direction of one or
more weapons available to users participating in the tac-
tical simulation, as well as second means for identifying
the pointing direction of the users.

Brief Description of the Drawings

[0033] Further features and advantages of the inven-
tion will be more evident considering a detailed descrip-
tion of the preferred, but not exclusive, embodiment of a
system for monitoring military tactical simulations ac-
cording to the invention, illustrated by way of a non-lim-
iting example with the aid of the accompanying drawings,
wherein:

Figure 1 shows a system for monitoring military tac-
tical simulations in a schematic view;
Figure 2 shows a detail of the system for monitoring
military tactical simulations shown in figure 1.

Detailed description of a few preferred embodiment ex-
amples

[0034] With reference to the mentioned figures, and in
particular to Fig. 1, what is described is a system for mon-
itoring 1 military tactical simulations suitable for imple-
menting the method of the invention. It can be used in-
differently both in the sports and recreational sectors and
in the professional sector for the training of special forces
and armed forces.
[0035] The monitoring system 1 specifically includes a
number of video capture devices 2 located at various
points in an area dedicated to military tactical simulations
to record videos concerning the ongoing tactical simula-
tions.
[0036] Such capture devices 2 typically include cam-
eras, but such a detail ought not to be considered limiting
for the various embodiments of the invention. The
number of capture devices 2 is also a non-limiting feature
of the invention, provided there are more than one.
[0037] The positioning of the capture devices 2 is an-
other non-limiting feature of the invention. Such devices
may, in fact, be positioned at fixed places in the simulation
area or be given to each participating user or both meth-
ods might be used at the same time. Such a situation,
as it has been said, is not a limitation for the invention;
however, an higher number of capture devices 2 allow
to simplify the analyses and post-analyses of the tactical
simulation.
[0038] The monitoring system 1 also includes a control
unit 3 connected to the capture devices 2 to receive the
captured and stored videos. These videos might also be
processed in the most appropriate ways, as it will be seen
below.
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[0039] The connection between the capture devices 2
and the control unit 3 is also a non-limiting feature of the
invention. In particular, the connection can be a wired or
wireless connection without this being a limit for the scope
of the invention. According to a possible different embod-
iment, however, the capture devices have an internal
memory to store videos that will be transmitted or man-
ually copied into the control unit not live but only later.
[0040] Typically, the control unit 3 includes a computer
4 for processing and controlling the videos, and one or
more mass memories for storing them.
[0041] A visualization device 8 for playing the videos
is also included. In particular, the visualization device 8
consists of a monitor 9 and the screen is partitioned to
allow the simultaneous viewing of all the videos. Howev-
er, such aspects must not be considered as limiting for
different embodiments of the invention wherein the vis-
ualization devices are many and possibly of different ty-
pologies. Each device, however, can be dedicated to
viewing videos from a single capture device or partitioned
for viewing the videos coming from different capture de-
vices.
[0042] In each case, according to an aspect of the in-
vention, the monitoring system 1 includes time synchro-
nization means of the received videos so that they can
be simultaneously analysed. In other words, the received
videos are synchronized and kept synchronized even af-
ter storage, so that, advantageously, their simultaneous
playing on visualization devices 8 allows the operators
not only to watch them all, but also to watch the same
time instants for each of them.
[0043] Still advantageously, the analysis and post-
analysis activity is facilitated since the development of
the tactical simulation can be watched in full.
[0044] Still advantageously, the effect is achieved with-
out the operator acting on the individual videos to keep
them aligned, in such a way the workload decreases and
there’s the certainty that the time instants under exami-
nation for each video match those of the other displayed
videos.
[0045] According to another aspect of the invention,
however, the monitoring system 1 also includes synchro-
nized playback, forward and rewind means for these vid-
eos. As it is clear, these latter allow to perform such op-
erations on all videos in a synchronized and contempo-
rary manner. It facilitates even more the post-analysis of
the tactical simulation, since such synchronized play-
back, forward and rewind means allow the operators to
simultaneously and effortlessly work on all videos by us-
ing just one control. This is not only a clear advantage
for the operator (which does not have to work to "manu-
ally" create this synchronism), but also for the assess-
ment of the development of the action and behaviour of
all users on the field: those in charge of this aspect can
totally concentrate on such aspects without wasting time
and without losing one’s focus.
[0046] This is a particularly advantageous aspect,
which is also relevant to the analysis of a tactical simu-

lation, both in an entertainment situation and, above all,
in a professional one. What is important is that all users
play fair not only as for what they need to do, but also as
for how they act together with other users. At every single
moment, each user must behave and act in order to
achieve the best possible result in the action, protect
themselves and the other users who act with them (the
team) or third parties (in the case of a simulation for the
Special forces, such other users are typically hostages
or harmless civilians). Thus, the advantage of being able
to assess each user’s behaviour is of the essence, not
only concerning the users themselves (this behaviour
might be fair), but also the situation of the other users
(there might be a kind of behaviour that appears to be
fair if assessed by taking into consideration only the in-
dividual user, but it might actually be wrong if compared
to the overall situation).
[0047] In other words, the monitoring system 1 of the
invention allows to easily and automatically visualize the
frames from all capture devices 2 at the same time in-
stants, so as to be able to simultaneously analyse them,
which will greatly benefit the analysis of the development
of the tactical simulation.
[0048] As an additional advantage, video synchroniza-
tion allows to edit an analysis video made of clips taken
from the overall video at the most important time instants
(i.e. the uninteresting time sequences are eliminated).
The manual procedure would need to identify the same
interesting time intervals for each video, the editing of
each video by taking out the insignificant time intervals
and the subsequent editing of videos by verifying that
they are temporarily synchronized. Thanks to the moni-
toring system 1 of the invention, however, what needs to
be done is identifying the interesting intervals and editing
the video once since the operation is performed auto-
matically on all videos as they are synchronized.
[0049] According to the embodiment herein described,
both the synchronization means and the synchronized
playback, forward and rewind means are constituted by
special computer programmes running on the computer
4 of the control unit 3. However, such an aspect ought
not to be considered a limiting feature of the invention.
According to different embodiments, in fact, there are
special electronic devices dedicated to these two fea-
tures.
[0050] According to another aspect of the invention,
the monitoring system 1 also includes, as it can be seen
in detail in figure 2, a plurality of detectors 10 for detecting
predetermined events.
[0051] Some examples of those include sensors worn
by the users for detecting a hit on themselves, or sensors,
which are again available to users, and are possibly cou-
pled to the weapons supplied for detecting a shot that
has been fired.
[0052] Such detectors 10, whose number and type are
not to be considered as limiting features of the invention,
allow the monitoring system 1 to independently detect
the occurrence of predetermined significant events of the
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tactical simulation such as shots, hits and more.
[0053] Therefore, it is advantageously possible to
memorize the time instant of such events to determine
fundamental points of analysis of tactical simulation. Ac-
cording to other embodiments, when such events occur
each video is specially marked.
[0054] In any case, the operator taking care of the post-
analysis may play the videos by visualizing the events
one by one to focus their assessments only around the
event themselves. Since videos are constantly synchro-
nized, this operation is simple enough, since it does not
have to be performed manually for each video, which
does occur in the known art.
[0055] According to a further aspect of the invention,
a particular embodiment of a detector is made of a mark-
ing device available to the operator or field users that can
thus independently indicate relevant time instants to be
later analysed.
[0056] According to another aspect of the invention,
the monitoring system also includes first means for iden-
tifying the pointing direction of the weapons available to
the users participating to the tactical simulation. There
are also second means for identifying the pointing direc-
tion of users involved in the tactical simulation.
[0057] Therefore, what is advantageously possible is
determining whether the user points in the same direction
as the weapon. This allows the operator to determine if
a user shoots in safe conditions and if any hit is random
or wanted.
[0058] According to the described embodiment, the
identification means comprise IT products designed to
identify and track the pointing direction in the videos.
However, even this aspect should not be considered a
limiting aspect for different embodiments of the invention
wherein, for example, the identification means include
tracking devices coupled to the weapons and to the head
of each user.
[0059] Operatively, according to the method of the in-
vention, during the development of the tactical simula-
tion, each capture device 2 detects videos that are trans-
mitted to the control unit 3 and here stored in addition to
being displayed live on visualization devices 8.
[0060] After acquiring, receiving and saving these vid-
eos, the operator performs their post-analysis to assess
the behaviour of individual users and the proper devel-
opment of the simulation.
[0061] In this sense, the control centre 3 starts playing
back the videos by keeping them constantly and simul-
taneously synchronized with each other. In other words,
there is a synchronization step of the videos to allow, as
it has been said, the simulation analysis with all the
above-mentioned advantages.
[0062] In this sense, and to perform a proper analysis,
the operator repeatedly stops, rewinds, plays, or fast for-
wards the videos by using one individual command acting
simultaneously on all videos that are still synchronized
between them.
[0063] The frames of all capture devices are then si-

multaneously displayed (2), essentially at the same mo-
ment, so to be able to simultaneously analyse all the
frames of the tactical simulation.
[0064] This advantageously allows to always have a
full view of the development of the tactical simulation with-
out obliging the operator to specifically work on each vid-
eo. The assessment is simpler and the operator can stay
focused on the simulation by assessing the users’ be-
haviour by watching all the videos at once.
[0065] In order to speed up the post-analysis, the op-
erator may also switch from one relevant event to the
other thanks to the use of detectors 10 that allowed the
marking of the interesting time intervals. This step is also
happening simultaneously for all videos thanks to the fact
that they are kept synchronized between them.
[0066] Typically, but not necessarily, the video syn-
chronization operation is performed by analysing the vid-
eos by means of special portions of code with which the
computer 4 of the control unit 3 is programmed, but this
aspect ought not to be considered a limiting aspect for
the invention.
[0067] As mentioned, there is also a tracking step of
the pointing direction of the weapon and the pointing di-
rection of the users, which makes it possible to under-
stand if a user fired in unsafe conditions or if some hits
were random.
[0068] Considering the foregoing, it is clear that the
monitoring system of military tactical simulations of the
invention overcomes the drawbacks of the prior art by
allowing an easy post-analysis of the simulation.
[0069] In particular, the monitoring system makes it
easier to watch various videos within the time interval of
predetermined events of interest, as well as to detect
such predetermined events in the various videos.
[0070] It also makes it easier to analyse the behaviours
of individual users, even combined, in particular at such
predetermined events.
[0071] The monitoring system of the invention can be
widely modified and changed, and these changes all fall
within the invention concept described in the appended
claims. Moreover, all the details may furthermore be re-
placed by other technically equivalent elements, and the
materials may be different depending on the needs, with-
out departing from the scope of the invention.
[0072] Although the monitoring system of the invention
has been described with particular reference to the ac-
companying figures, the reference numbers used in the
description and in the claims, are used to improve the
intelligence of the invention and do not constitute any
limitation to the claimed scope of protection.

Claims

1. Method for monitoring military tactical simulations
performed by one or more users, each having at least
one weapon, said method comprising the following
steps:
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- receiving from two or more video capture de-
vices (2), two or more videos related to a tactical
simulation;
- saving said received videos;
- temporally synchronizing said videos;
- forwarding, rewinding, and playing said videos
by keeping them synchronized between them,
so that the frames showing a specific time in-
stant and coming from all said capture devices
(2) can be displayed essentially at the same time
istant, so to be able to simultaneously analyse
all said frames relating to said tactical simula-
tion.

2. Method for monitoring tactical simulations according
to claim 1, comprising one tracking step of the point-
ing direction of the weapon and the pointing direction
of the user who controls the weapon to check if they
coincide.

3. Method for monitoring tactical simulations according
to claim 1 or 2, also comprising a detection step of
predetermined events.

4. Method for monitoring tactical simulations according
to claim 3, comprising, after said detection step, a
storage step of the time instant of said event so as
to allow the visualization, by selecting said time
instant , of the same frame from all said capture de-
vices (2) at the time instant of said event.

5. System for monitoring military tactical simulations
according to claim 2 comprising:

- two or more video capture devices (2) located
at various points in an area dedicated to military
tactical simulations to record videos concerning
a tactical simulation;
- at least one operating unit (3) operatively con-
nected to said capture devices (2) for storing
and processing said videos;
- time synchronization means of said videos in-
cluded in said control unit (3);
- at least one video visualization device (8) for
reproducing said temporally synchronized vide-
os;
- synchronized playback, forward and rewind
means for said videos, suitable to perform such
playback, forward and rewind procedures for all
said videos in a synchronized and simultaneous
manner so that the frames from all said capture
devices (2) can be visualized essentially at the
same moments, so as to be able to simultane-
ously analyse all these frames of said tactical
simulation and the combined behaviour of all us-
ers.

6. Monitoring system according to claim 5, also com-

prising first means for identifying the pointing direc-
tion of one or more weapons available to users par-
ticipating in the tactical simulation, as well as second
means for identifying the pointing direction of the us-
ers participating in the tactical simulation.

7. Monitoring system according to claim 5, wherein said
video capture devices (2) comprise one or more
cameras available to the users.

8. Monitoring system according to claim 5 or 6, wherein
said video capture devices (2) comprise one or more
cameras positioned at fixed points in an area dedi-
cated to tactical simulations.

9. Monitoring system according to any one of the claims
from 5 to 8, wherein said first and second identifica-
tion means comprise one or more IT products con-
figured to locate and track said pointing direction on
said videos.

10. Monitoring system according to any one of the claims
from 5 to 8, wherein said first and second identifica-
tion means comprise tracking devices coupled to
said weapons and the head of each user.
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